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1.  Basic idea: the use of a deck of cards in which each student is represented by a card has proven for me to be an 

amazingly successful means of calling on students in class.  It is extremely rare that I find a student unprepared.  

Their responses give me a fund of questions and comments from which to work creatively in each class.  Best of 

all, they report high levels of satisfaction with the system, finding it objective, fair, and a stimulus to always being 

prepared. 

 

2.  Detailed explanation of how it works in my class. 

 

3.  Results of anonymous student surveys on the system. 

 

With 129 students reporting 
2 found the system poor 

16 found the system fair 

60 found the system good 

51 found the system excellent 

Thus 86% rate this system as good or excellent 

 

The following are representative comments from the students for each of the four categories of rating: 

 

Excellent 

“This is a great method.” 

“Fair system. Encourages people to participate.” 
“I like the randomness.” 

“This way you always need to be prepared.  It’s probably the best way to get people to stay on top of their work.” 

“A really great idea except when I wasn’t prepared.” 

“Makes people come prepared to each class, and also equal participation from all – not just one person.” 

“Fair.” 

“I thought it was a good way to get everyone involved and contributing on a daily basis.” 

“Forces students to be prepared.  An unbiased system.” 

“Most fair way.” 

“Easy and fair system, also people could volunteer if they wanted.” 

 

Good 

“Fair chance.” 
“Unbiased way of calling on students.  Makes sure everyone is prepared for class.” 

“It’s pretty fair, though my card was called at least three times.” 

“Fair and balanced.” 

“It ensures people complete assignments.” 

“Students tend to be shy.  In that sense, the cards were a great idea.” 

“Kept me on my toes.” 

“Although I didn’t get picked often, it made me be prepared.” 

 

Fair 

“My card was not picked and I only had the chance to speak by volunteering.” 

“Some people got called on more than others, but the general idea of a random way to call on students is good.” 
“Never got called on.” 

“Not as random as you want it to be.” 

“Kept people on their toes and to call on students is good.” 

 

Poor 

“Some people never got called on.” 

“I was called on every class.” 
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